Joe Ehrmann has inspired thousands to improve their lives by enriching their relationships and their performance at work, home and play. His nationally recognized and acclaimed message continues challenging men and women to a transcendent cause and to live life while fully present and with purpose and passion.

Joe delivers keynote addresses and seminars that help you and your team rethink strategies of interaction and engagement. With passion and sincerity, Joe empowers coaches and athletes to examine themselves with honesty and to rebuild and expand their purpose statement with effective integrity. Joe’s warm, engaging and motivating style helps to build transformational coaches and athletes and reinforces the fact that winning and integrity go hand in hand.


What others are saying...

“Joe Ehrmann has a great message, one that coaches and young people really need to hear... He has had a tremendous impact on our team, helping us to develop championship men on and off the field.”
Tony Dungy, former Head Coach Indianapolis Colts

“As an Olympic champion, a rape victim, a civil rights lawyer working to provide athletes with better protections against sexual abuse, I deeply appreciate Joe’s willingness to use his white-male privilege to address male violence against women. Instead of more safety precautions for girls and women, he provides a hopeful new path for a less dominating, violent world.”
Nancy Hogshead-Makar, Lawyer, Dir. Advocacy Women’s Sports Foundation

“Joe is a special person who has dedicated his life to helping young people. His message is powerful and makes a true impact. It is a message that we can all learn from.”
Cal Ripken Jr, National Baseball Hall of Famer Ripken Baseball

“Joe is transforming the word coach to mean what it should...MENTOR, ROLE MODEL and ADVOCATE. He has the potential to create wide sweeping change in our country that will positively influence our youth and help them lead happier, healthier lives. I stand in support and partnership with Joe and look forward to watching his message of peace, love and justice make its way across America.”
Jennifer Siebel-Newsom, President & CEO The Representation Project

“I highly encourage you to seize the opportunity to listen to these important values and concepts, which need to be applied to our society’s most important resource—our youth.”
Joseph Castiglione, Director of Athletics University of Oklahoma

“Joe’s perspective of coaching is refreshing and his belief that a coach's primary responsibility is the character, moral and social development of his players is a message we often lose sight of because of society’s emphasis on wins and losses. His message is important and beneficial for all coaches.”
Sean Murphy, Head Coach Archbishop Curley High School
Examples of items Joe Ehrmann and Coach For America use in Coaching Workshops and Seminars.

Teenage Dating

- 50% of teenagers in a serious relationship have compromised personal beliefs to please a partner.
- 45% of teen girls know someone who has been pressured or forced into having intercourse or oral sex.
- 33% of teens experience some kind of abuse in their romantic relationships, including verbal and emotional abuse.
- 27% of teenagers have been in a dating relationship in which a partner has engaged in name-calling and disrespect.
- 20% of teenagers report having been hit, slapped, or punched by a partner.
- 16% of teenagers report being physically or sexually hurt by a dating partner.

Sports and Gender: What’s Sex Got To Do With It Anyway?

Joe Ehrmann’s life experience and insight bring wisdom and clarity to current issues that are surrounded by confusion and misunderstanding. By engaging and challenging coaches and athletes, Joe takes on the problem of destructive and damaging myths and stereotypes that are perpetuated by culture and played out in the sports arena as well as off the fields. Joe will enlighten and encourage both coaches and athletes to become part of the solution.

Statistics on Dating Abuse

- 4 in 10 girls have been in a serious relationship where being hit, slapped or punched by a partner.
- 1 in 5 girls have been in a serious relationship where they were concerned about their safety.
- 1 in 10 girls have been in a serious relationship where their partner threatened to break up with them.